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Cropio integrates your telematics service 
to have all-in-one system
From now Cropio can integrate your telematics service to help you 
control your crops and machinery in one system.

All-in-one system

No need to duplicate data in different systems - use one system and one interface to get all data 
about crop health and status of your machinery in close to real-time mode.
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Control your machinery 

Location, speed, processed area, overlaps, gaps, fuel consumption, downtime, stops, unassigned 
jobs, alerts and much more are now available in Cropio telematics module. 

Real-time status of field works

By integrating telematics into Cropio you can receive real-time status of field works into your Cropio 
system. What area was processed, how much left, what harvest is still on the field. 
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Machinery dashboard

Efficient management of machinery utilisation: general information, assigned tasks, status of work, 
work schedule, alerts, fuel consumption and much more. 

Allocated planned tasks within your machinery

Assign the tasks created in Cropio to your machinery and make sure all resources are allocated 
efficiently. No downtime, no missed tasks, no operational losses. 
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Plan all your operations for the season in Cropio

Start planning from the crop rotation plan and down to the level of individual task for each field. 
All planned operations are uploaded to your telematics module and to be allocated to the specific 
machinery and applications units. 
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Cropio is a satellite field management system that 
facilitates remote monitoring of agricultural land 
and enables its users to efficiently plan and carry 
out agricultural operations.

Cropio provides real-time updates on current field 
and crop conditions, determines vegetation lev-
els and pinpoints problem areas, delivers precise 
weather forecasts and an actual overview of the 
soft commodity market. The main goal of Cropio, 
and its functions, is to optimize resource usage 
and increase productivity in the farming business.

USA & Canada

USA, New York
info@us.cropio.com
+1 516 730 7382

Europe, the Middle East and Africa

Great Britain, London
info@uk.cropio.com
+44 20 3642 8344

Russia

Russia, Moscow
info@ru.cropio.com
+7 499 918-41-50

CIS

Ukraine, Kyiv
info@ua.cropio.com
+380 44 254-63-11
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